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Are you ready for the
new era of networking?

The Network. Intuitive. 5 ways to adapt faster, secure everything, and never stop evolving.

The Network. Intuitive. Built on Cisco DNA™. Radically transform what your network can do, and
address the challenges of disruption. Respond to new opportunities faster than ever before.

1

Manage your business—not
your network.
Get new services and network segments to market faster and keep
your competitive edge. With Cisco DNA Center, there’s no need to
manually deploy and configure the network box by box. Instead, you
can deploy new devices, set policy, and make configuration changes
across a single network fabric on a centralized dashboard.
Cisco DNA Center >

2

Securely connect everything.
User and IoT devices are increasing exponentially. Now you can
scale to manage the onboarding of your new devices and monitor
the activity of them all. Automate policy across your network with
Cisco® Software-Defined Access to simplify segmentation and
policy across the network fabric. Then use real-time data to secure
access, provide visibility and intelligence, and sense suspicious
activity—even in encrypted traffic.
Cisco Software-Defined Access >
Cisco DNA Center >
Enterprise Network Security >

3

Solve tomorrow, today.
Solve problems before they happen, and deliver better, more
personalized experiences. Comprehensive, built-in visibility makes
it possible to abstract information from the network and uncover
actionable insights through machine learning so you can take
proactive action and increase network availability.
Cisco DNA Analytics and Assurance >

4

Lower costs.
Save time and reduce errors with a simpler, smarter network. Save
up to US$48k per 100 users per year and get up to a 402% ROI over
5 years with Cisco DNA.* And with Cisco ONE™ Software, you can
continue to protect your investments and benefit from new architecture
innovations that can be activated through software.
Cisco ONE Software >
DNA Center >

5

Be ready for what comes next.
The network is the foundation of digital transformation. Get purposebuilt platforms with full fabric control designed for security, mobility,
IoT, and cloud with the Cisco Catalyst® 9000 Series Switches. The
building blocks of Cisco DNA and Software-Defined Access, these
switches deliver the industry’s highest performance and functionality
and are built to be completely programmable.
Cisco Catalyst 9300 switches >
Cisco Catalyst 9400 switches >
Cisco Catalyst 9500 switches >

The Network. Intuitive. Built on Cisco DNA.
Build a better digital foundation with our services.
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